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Running In a Great Mood
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Tula citizens chose a fitting distance for themselves, anywhere from a kilometre to a half marathon. In any case, the biggest thing
is participation and positive vibes!

The Rivers of Russia.
#Rekibegut eco-marathon
took place in the Tula Region.

By Larisa Timofeyeva.
Photos by Aleksandr Kanalin.
The marathon took place in Tula on
Kazanskaya Embankment on 5 June,
the World Environment Day. The
event was held under the auspices
of Rosvodresursy. Shchekinoazot
stepped forward as the general
partner of the athletic and environmental festival.

T

he marathon is aimed at promoting environmental conservation, world welfare achieved
through sports and a healthy lifestyle. These values are shared by
Shchekinoazot, a socially oriented
enterprise adamant on contributing
to the development and support of
sports in our region. The company
pays special attention to environmental causes. A healthy lifestyle
and care for the environment are
the priorities of Shchekinoazot’s social policy.
Russians of all ages, and young
people, in particular, are very eager to
partake in such events. 1,300 people
came to Kazanskaya Embankment
in Tula to take part in the marathon
and support environmental conservation in the region, intaking cheerful vibes and good humour.
Valeriy Sherin, Chairman of the
Government of the Tula region,
greeted the crowd on behalf of Governor Aleksey Dyumin: ‘The Tula region has long ago cemented its status as a host of wide-scale, memorable popular sports events. Today’s
event is timed to coincide with the

World
Environment Day. Care for
the environment
and health is an
integral part of
modern lifestyle,
active and successful. I’m sure
Valeriy Sherin
that more and
more people will
be partaking in the event by year,
and its geography will expand! May
this athletic festival give you positive vibes, and help us preserve the
balance between nature and man.’
Vakhtang Astakhov, Head of the
Moscow-Oka Basin Department of
the Federal Water Resources Agency.
‘Tula region is a leader by volume
of federal environmental projects
implemented. There are many rivers
in Tula, and there
is a wonderful
embankment on
the Upa waterfront. We are very
glad to have the
marathon
here.
Today, participants
can run several
Vakhtang Astakhov
distances: 1 km,
5 km, 10 km, 15 km, and a half marathon— 21.1 km.’
Irina Podchufarova, Director of
Personnel Management and Social
Development at Shchekinoazot: ‘Our
company, the event’s general partner, is happy to support the initiative of the Federal Water Resources
Agency to hold the eco-marathon. It
is no coincidence, as our company is
all for the development of popular

sports. We have
the
Yubileyniy
Sports House on
our books, where
both adults and
children can do
sports. Moreover,
we give the chilIrina
dren an opporPodchufarova
tunity to practice
many sports for free. Today, pankration and karate tournaments are
taking place in Shchekino. All this is
our contribution to a healthy future
of the region and the country.
Today’s event is not just a competition or a race at different distances.
It is an eco-marathon, which gives
it special importance and significance, as environmental protection
is a statewide strategic objective.
Each of us must think about the environment future generations are
going to inherit from us. Will it be a
blooming planet with green forests,
fast-flowing rivers, and healing lakes,
or a withering land with all its water
gone? I think the choice is obvious.
Our planet needs protection. Today’s
event is important in this regard. We
are proponents of a healthy lifestyle
and of protecting the environment.
Both are closely linked. We pursue a
policy of sustainable development,
and thus healthy lifestyle, environmental protection, eco-activities
and participation in all socially significant programmes in the Shchekino District and Tula region are very
important to us.’
11 people from Shchekinoazot
took part in the marathon. Dmitriy

Yeliseyev is deputy head of the company’s production control department, and also doubles as a sports
instructor:
‘Such events evoke a storm of
emotions. I always take part in
these. Earlier this year, I partook in
Ski Track of Russia. Always so much
pleasure and joy,
and wholesome
for one’s health
and mood. An energy boost you
get there lasts for
several days! I’ve
been doing sports
since childhood,
Dmitriy
and I can’t imagYeliseyev
ine my life without it. Running is not my strong
suit, though, so today I opted for a
one-kilometre distance. Surely, participation is the biggest thing in
itself! At Shchekinoazot, many employees are fans of sports. The management supports all our endeavours. About 20 internal, corporate
and external competitions are held
by the company each year.’
Nadezhda Deriglazova, a chemical
engineer, came to the marathon with
a personal supporter, her 6-year-old
daughter Diana.
‘I want to support this marathon
and test myself. Obviously, one has to
lead a healthy lifestyle and take care
of the environment. There are many
environmental projects implemented by our company. Today I’m going
to run a single kilometre, but I also
run longer distances. I participate in
all campaigns held by our plant. The

other day we had
an event called
«Nicotine for Vitamins».
We stood at the
front gate, offering people who
were smoking to
Nadezhda
exchange a pack
Deriglazova
of cigarettes for
a pack of Vitamin C. Many people
agreed!’
Mikhail Romantsov loves to run,
and a half-marathon is hardly a challenge for him:
‘My friend and I run before and after work. It’s become a habit for us.
I’ve already run
a full marathon
twice! I plan to
do it a third time
on 15 August, as
I’m going to participate in Shield
and Sword event
Mikhail
in Tula. I can do a
Romantsov
half marathon in
1 hour and 50 minutes, a decent result for me. I really like the mood at
such marathons! Everyone’s running
neck-and-neck with their colleagues,
while volunteers cheer on. Such unity! And then comes a nice mixed
feeling of fatigue and pride for your
achievement.’
Next year, the flagship race of the
Rivers of Russia. #Rekibegut marathon will be held in the Krasnodar Territory. The challenge cup was
awarded to Roman Avdeyev, the head
of the Kuban Basin Department of
the Federal Water Resources Agency.

